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Abstract Geophysical tomographic studies traditionally exploit linear, damped least squares inversion
methods. We demonstrate that the resulting models can be locally biased toward lower or higher
amplitudes in regions of poor data illumination, potentially causing physical misinterpretations. For example,
we show that global model S40RTS is locally biased toward higher amplitudes below isolated receivers
where raypaths are quasi-vertical, such as on Hawaii. This leads to questions on the apparent low-velocity
structure interpreted as the Hawaii hot spot. We prove that a linear Backus-Gilbert inversion scheme can
bring the Earth’s interior into focus through unbiased tomographic lenses, as its model estimates are
constrained to be averages over the true model. It also efficiently computes the full generalized inverse
required to infer both model resolution and its covariance, enabling quantitative interpretations of
tomographic models.

1. Introduction

From local to global scale, a continuing challenge in seismology is to build higher-resolution tomographic
models, to better constrain both length scales and magnitude of seismic heterogeneities in the Earth’s
interior, for example, to further improve our knowledge of the physical forces driving plate tectonics and
whole-mantle convective processes (e.g., Davies et al., 2012; Romanowicz, 2003). Robust physical interpre-
tations of tomographic images require accurate appraisals of the underlying local model resolution and
uncertainty (covariance). However, their quantitative assessment has often been ignored or at best given
minimal treatment (e.g., Rawlinson et al., 2014; Rawlinson & Spakman, 2016).

In this context, we aim to focus on inversion methods that can deal with large-scale, linear, discrete tomo-
graphic problems (≳105 model parameters, ≳106 data) and efficiently compute model estimates with their
resolution and covariance. We will not consider probabilistic approaches, which suffer from the curse of
model dimensionality (e.g., Burdick & Lekic, 2017; Sambridge et al., 2013), or nonlinear methods such as full-
waveform inversion (FWI) (e.g., Fichtner et al., 2009), which are computationally very intensive. FWI also faces
more difficulties toward quantifying resolution (e.g., Fichtner & Trampert, 2011), and a full assessment of
uncertainties seems out of reach at present.

Geophysical tomographic studies traditionally exploit linear(ized), damped least squares (DLS) inversion
methods (e.g., Aster et al., 2012), within ray theoretical or finite frequency (e.g., Dahlen et al., 2000) physical
frameworks, using data such as ambient noise (e.g., Zigone et al., 2015), surface wave (e.g., Debayle & Ricard,
2012), body wave (e.g., Sigloch, 2011), normal mode (e.g., Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999), or joint data sets
(e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 2016, Zaroli et al., 2015). In the DLS approach, the nonuniqueness inherent to the
least squares solution is removed by adding ad hoc regularization constraints on the model itself, such as
norm damping or smoothing—often aimed to subjectively favor the model simplicity. Such ad hoc regular-
ization schemes are fundamentally different from a priori physical constraints, objectively imposed on the
solution within some Bayesian philosophy. Because of such ad hoc regularization constraints, DLS model
estimates may be locally biased averages over the true-model parameters, thus potentially causing physical
misinterpretations (e.g., Nolet, 2008). In this study, we aim to better quantify these “averaging bias” effects
and demonstrate that all DLS tomographic studies with uneven data coverage are concerned.

A second focus of this paper will be to show how to efficiently compute bias-free tomographic images; that is,
using the “SOLA Backus-Gilbert” inversion method (hereafter SOLA), recently adapted and introduced to
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Table 1
A Brief Comparison of Linear Inversion Methods: DLS Versus SOLA

DLS SOLA

Minimization problem
min

m̃
‖d − Gm̃‖2

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
data misfit

+Θ2 ‖m̃‖2
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model norm

min
Ĝ†

k.

∑M

j=1

(
R̂kj − T (k)

j

)2

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
resolution misfit

+ 𝜂2
k

𝜎2
m̂k

⏟⏟⏟
model variance

s.t.
∑M

j=1 R̂kj = 1

Generalized inverse G̃† = {GT G + Θ2IM}−1GT Ĝ† ←− Ĝ†
k.

loop over k (parallel computing)

Averaging bias (kth parameter)
∑M

j=1 R̃kj

< 1 = 1 > 1

∑M
j=1 R̂kj

= 1

Model estimate (kth parameter) biaseda unbiasedb biasedc unbiasedb

aThe model estimate is biased toward lower amplitudes. bTo be fully unbiased, the resolving kernels should also be
nonnegative. cThe model estimate is biased toward higher amplitudes.

large-scale, linear, and discrete tomographic problems by Zaroli (2016)—closely related to earlier theoreti-
cal developments (e.g., Backus & Gilbert, 1967, 1968, 1970; Nolet, 1985; Pijpers & Thompson, 1992, 1994). In
the SOLA approach, model estimates are explicitly constrained to be (unbiased) averages over the true-model
parameters—no ad hoc model damping or smoothing is needed to find a solution, similarly to probabilistic
methods, thus avoiding biasing it. Last, but not least, DLS and SOLA schemes will be compared in terms of
their computational efficiency for calculating the full generalized inverse—needed to infer both the model
resolution and its covariance.

We will illustrate and quantitatively argue for these points using a simple tomographic “toy” problem and a
“real-data-based” global tomographic model, S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011).

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Preamble
We are interested in linear(ized), discrete forward problems of the form

d = Gm + n , (1)

where d = (di)1≤i≤N denotes the data, G = (Gij)1≤i,j≤N,M the sensitivity matrix, m = (mj)1≤j≤M the true-model
parameters, and n = (ni)1≤i≤N the noise. Let us consider, without loss of generality, that the data are time
residuals, the model parameters are velocity anomalies, the model parametrization is local and orthonormal,
the noise is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 𝜎n, and the
data covariance matrix is Cd = 𝜎2

n IN. From hereon, the data and sensitivity matrix are normalized by the data
errors (so that Cd = IN).

2.2. Model Estimate, Appraisal, and Averaging Bias
One aims at finding a model estimate, m̃, as a linear combination of the data

m̃ = G̃†d , (2)

where the matrix G̃† denotes some generalized inverse; m̃ can then be decomposed as

m̃ = R̃m + G̃†n , (3)

where R̃= G̃†G is the model resolution matrix. The first term, R̃m, represents the filtered true model (m filtered
by R̃). It shows our inability, if R̃≠ IM, to perfectly recover the true model (even with error-free data). The second
term, G̃†n, is the propagation of data errors into the model estimate. The appraisal problem consists in
computing and analyzing both R̃ and the model covariance matrix Cm̃ = G̃†Cd(G̃†)T . Note that the model esti-
mate m̃, resolution R̃, and covariance Cm̃ can directly be inferred from the generalized inverse G̃†. Therefore,
computing the full generalized inverse is the cornerstone of any linear inversion method; we will see how it
differs for DLS and SOLA (see section 2.3, Table 1, and supporting information).

We wish that R̃m represents an unbiased averaging over the true model m. Here we refer to the kth row of the
resolution matrix, R̃k.=(R̃kj)1≤j≤M, as the resolving kernel linearly relating the kth parameter estimate, m̃k , to the
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true-model parameters (m̃k =
∑

j R̃kjmj , ignoring the term of propagated data errors). Let us now define the
averaging bias quantity Ũk related to the parameter estimate m̃k as follows:

Ũk =
M∑

j=1

R̃kj . (4)

Since the resolving kernel R̃k. is expected to be nonnegative (see section 3.1.3), then if the averaging bias quan-
tity Ũk differs from unity, the parameter estimate m̃k will represent some biased averaging over the true-model
parameters—biased toward lower or higher amplitudes, depending on whether Ũk is lower or higher than 1,
respectively.

A primary goal of the toy problem will consist of quantifying how much this averaging bias effect affects both
the DLS and SOLA model solutions.

2.3. DLS Versus SOLA
From hereon, the superscripts ̃ (tilde) and ̂ (hat) will refer to DLS and SOLA, respectively. We now aim to
briefly point out how the DLS and SOLA methods differ (summarized in Table 1); further details on the SOLA
tomographic scheme are given in the supporting information.
2.3.1. Biased or Not
The simplest DLS method consists of finding a model estimate m̃ that minimizes both the data misfit and the
model L2 norm, that is, ‖d − Gm̃‖2 + Θ2‖m̃‖2 = min, where Θ is some ad hoc damping parameter. The DLS
model m̃ refers to the damped true model (e.g., Menke, 1989; Nolet, 2008) and thus may represent locally
biased averages over the true-model parameters (i.e., Ũk may differ locally from 1).

The Backus-Gilbert (discrete) approach aims to directly identify averages over the true-model parameters
(e.g., Backus & Gilbert, 1967, 1968, 1970; Nolet, 1985). The SOLA tomographic method (Zaroli, 2016) retains all
the advantages of the original Backus-Gilbert scheme but is more computationally efficient and versatile in
the construction of resolving (averaging) kernels (e.g., Pijpers & Thompson, 1992, 1994).

Each row of the SOLA generalized inverse is individually computed by solving a specific minimization problem.

The kth row Ĝ†
k.=(Ĝ†

ki)1≤i≤N is found such that
∑

j

(
R̂kj − T (k)

j

)2
+ 𝜂2

k𝜎
2
m̂k

= min, subject to
∑

j R̂kj =1, where T (k)
j

denote all M components of the kth target resolving kernel and 𝜂k is the kth trade-off parameter (resolution
misfit versus model variance). Therefore, since Ûk is constrained to be unity, the kth parameter estimate, m̂k =∑

i Ĝ†
kidi , is expected to be unbiased—so for the full model estimate m̂.

2.3.2. Computational Efficiency
We compare the theoretical, computational efficiency of both DLS and SOLA methods to calculate the full
generalized inverse matrix—required to infer the model estimate, resolution and covariance. First, the DLS
generalized inverse can be expressed as G̃† ={GT G+Θ2IM}−1GT and can be calculated from the eigen decom-
position of GT G. However, since GT G is much less sparse than the sensitivity matrix G, it may be too large to be
diagonalized or even to fit in computer memory for large-scale tomographic applications. Thus, in practice,
G̃† is often not computed (e.g., Nolet, 2008; Rawlinson et al., 2014). On the other hand, the SOLA scheme is
extremely parallel to compute the generalized inverse Ĝ†, since each row is computed independently from
the others (section 2.3.1). In addition, as detailed in the supporting information, computing the kth row only
involves one LSQR inversion of a unique (i.e., independent from index k) matrix Q(𝜂), of size (M + 1) × (N − 1),
that is almost as sparse as G—so that Q(𝜂) can easily fit in computer memory and its sparsity be exploited
by the LSQR algorithm (Paige & Saunders, 1982). Therefore, depending on the computational facilities
(e.g., number of processors), SOLA may be more efficient than DLS for computing generalized inverses.

2.4. Toy Problem: Settings
We aim to carry out a synthetic, 2-D tomographic experiment to better quantify the averaging bias effect in
DLS models and formally compare DLS and SOLA tomographic results.
2.4.1. Tomographic Experiment
Here the model parameters are shear wave velocity perturbations (dlnVs), and the parametrization consists
of M = 1,024 square pixels of unit area each (see Figure 1a). In the framework of ray theory, data represent
onset delay times of direct S waves, whose raypaths are straight lines from one black dot to another. All pairs
of black dots with an interdistance larger than 8 pixel units are considered as suitable raypaths. Total number
of data is N = 9,778. Each element Gij of the sensitivity matrix represents the length of the ith ray inside the
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Figure 1. Toy problem. (a) Data coverage (ray density) and model parametrization (pixels); (b) circular forms of some SOLA target resolving kernels (each target
kernel is constant inside such a circle and zero outside); (c) DLS averaging bias quantity (Ũk); (d–h) DLS resolving kernels; (i–m) SOLA resolving kernels (black
circles denote target forms); and (n–o) DLS and SOLA propagated data errors, respectively.

jth pixel. Normalized ray density is shown in Figure 1a, where the quantity log10

∑
i |Gij|

maxj
∑

i |Gij| is color-plotted for

every pixel j. For a given true model m, the data are computed as d ← Gm + n, for random noise n with
realistic 𝜎n (e.g., Bolton & Masters, 2001).
2.4.2. Tunable Inversion Parameters
We select the damping Θ such that the DLS model estimate fits the data at the level of “reduced chi-square”
equal to 1 (e.g., Nolet, 2008) and mostly follow Zaroli (2016) to specify suitable SOLA target resolving kernels
and trade-off parameters; three steps are considered in this process. In the first step, we aim to determine all
M target resolving kernels such that their spatial extent represents some relevant a priori estimate of the local
resolving length around each pixel location; here their form is chosen to be circular, see Figure 1b. We use the
ray density as a first-order proxy for the spatial variations of the local resolution and make an educated guess
about the resolving-length bounds. In the second step, we aim to find a single, constant value 𝜂 suited for all
M trade-off parameters 𝜂k such that it leads to a globally coherent model solution. Finally, in the third step,
we aim to ensure that all M resolving kernels are mostly well localized (close to the target kernels) and non-
negative (nonoscillating), while the model uncertainties 𝜎m̂k

remain limited (for more details, see supporting
information). The variability of the DLS and SOLA solutions, as a function of some of these tunable inversion
parameters, is discussed and illustrated in the supporting information (see Figures S1–S4).

3. Results
3.1. Toy Problem: DLS Versus SOLA Tomographic Lenses
3.1.1. Subexperiments
We consider five subexperiments to better illustrate the toy problem results. Five true models (see Figure 2,
first column) are used to generate five data sets, keeping the noise unchanged, to be inverted with both the
DLS and SOLA methods. Since specifying the SOLA target kernels and trade-off parameters only depends on
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Figure 2. Toy problem. (a, d, g, j, m) True models, m (minimum and maximum values are indicated); (b, e, h, k, n) DLS
filtered true models, R̃m; and (c, f, i, l, o) SOLA filtered true models, R̂m. Anomalies of the first true model (Figure 2a)
are spatially distributed like a 2-D Gaussian random field.
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the fixed data geometry and errors, they are kept the same in all five SOLA inversions. We also make sure
that the same damping value is selected in all five DLS inversions. Therefore, the DLS and SOLA generalized
inverses remain the same through the subexperiments—so that the filtered true models do vary (see Figure 2
second and third columns) but the resolving kernels and propagated data errors (displayed in Figure 1) remain
unchanged.
3.1.2. Averaging Bias
In Figure 1c, the DLS averaging bias quantity Ũk is plotted for every pixel k. Though Ũk is almost unity in regions
with “good” ray coverage (spatially dense and isotropic, mainly in the upper left triangle), it varies within the
range 0.2–1.8 where the coverage is “poor” (sparse or anisotropic, mainly in the lower right triangle).

We observe that Ũk≫1 in the lower right corner, around where the isolated cluster of black dots is located.
This peculiar, dense, and anisotropic local ray coverage is similar to the case of isolated receivers located
on oceanic islands, such as on Hawaii, for which most of the arriving teleseismic body wave rays are almost
unidirectional (vertical) in the few hundreds kilometers below the receivers (see section 3.2).

That region, where Ũk is much greater than 1, is surrounded by another region where Ũk ≪1 (in the lower
right triangle). Thus, the spatial variations of Ũk appear to be complex and to reflect the overall heterogenous
raypaths distribution.

Note that Ũk can not only be smaller than 1, as suggested by Nolet (2008), but can also be larger than 1. In
other words, DLS models will represent averages over the true models that can be locally biased toward lower
or higher amplitudes.
3.1.3. Resolving Kernels
Meaningful model interpretations require the resolving kernels to be both unbiased (no averaging bias) and
spatially well localized around the considered pixels.

In Figures 1d–1m we display some normalized DLS and SOLA resolving kernels. Note that most are mainly
nonnegative. Their spatial extent is similar in regions of good ray coverage (upper left triangle) but differs
where the coverage becomes poorer (lower right triangle). For instance, DLS kernels tend to be more stretched
along the preferential ray directions (see Figures 1f–1h) compared to SOLA kernels (see Figures 1k–1m).

Some DLS resolving kernels are misleading. For example, we show in Figure 1h a kernel R̃k′ . that is located in
the lower right corner region (dense, anisotropic coverage); index k′ refers to the considered pixel. Its spa-
tial extent is closely restricted around the k′th pixel, and its value R̃k′k′ at the k′th pixel location is relatively
high (0.46). Therefore, at first glance, one could be tempted to conclude that the k′th parameter estimate m̃k′

represents a true-model averaging over a small-size area around the k′th pixel (i.e, high resolution), with
a moderate uncertainty 𝜎m̃k′

(0.23%). However, since the averaging bias quantity Ũk′ is larger than 1 (1.8),
the estimate m̃k′ actually represents a biased average—toward 80% higher amplitude. Note that the SOLA
kernel R̂k′ . (see Figure 1m) expands over a broader region (i.e., poorer resolution), as expected from the local,
anisotropic raypath distribution.

This illustrates how important it is to take the averaging bias effect into account in the appraisal of DLS models,
to avoid misinterpretations, and that SOLA resolving kernels are often more reliable and better suited for
robust model interpretations.
3.1.4. Model Estimates
We now aim to compare DLS and SOLA tomographic lenses in terms of model estimates. In the toy problem,
both the DLS and SOLA propagated data errors are moderate, see Figures 1n and 1o, with respect to the
amplitudes of the true models (see Figure 2, first column). Note that the propagated noise is almost randomly
distributed although overall larger in the upper left triangle where the local resolution is better. Thus, we focus
on directly comparing the DLS and SOLA “filtered true models.”

All five true models, m, corresponding to the aforementioned subexperiments (section 3.1.1), are displayed in
Figure 2, first column. The DLS and SOLA filtered true models, R̃m and R̂m, are shown in Figure 2 (second and
third columns, respectively). Differences between the DLS and SOLA filtered models are mainly related to
differences of resolving kernels (averaging bias effect and spatial extent).

In regions where the ray coverage is good (upper left triangle), the DLS and SOLA filtered models look similar,
and the input true models are well recovered. That is, the DLS averaging bias quantity (Ũk) is close to 1 (see
Figure 1c), and the DLS and SOLA resolving kernels have similar, mostly short, spatial extents (see Figures 1d,
1e, and 1i, and 1j).

ZAROLI ET AL. TOWARD UNBIASED TOMOGRAPHY 6
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In regions of poor ray coverage (lower right triangle), the DLS averaging bias quantity (Ũk) significantly devi-
ates from 1 (see Figure 1c), and the spatial extent of the DLS and SOLA resolving kernels highly differs
(see Figures 1f–1h and 1k–1m). Therefore, the DLS and SOLA filtered models often strongly differ—more or
less depending on the input models and their spatial relationships with the resolving kernels.

In some DLS filtered models (see Figures 2h, 2k, and 2n), several apparent structural features can be directly
related to the averaging bias effect (see Figure 1c). For example, in the lower right corner the bias effect
is to locally increase—up to 80%—the amplitudes in the filtered models, thus artificially giving rise to the
observed darker blue anomaly. In section 3.2, in the context of global tomography, we will quantify whether
a similar bias effect could happen below some isolated, oceanic receivers (e.g., Hawaii), where the body wave
ray coverage is expected to be pathologically similar.

In addition, in those poorly covered regions, the input anomalies tend to be more stretched (smeared and
elongated) in the DLS filtered models than in the SOLA ones (see Figures 2b, 2e, and 2h and Figures 2c, 2f,
and 2i, respectively). This is expected, since the shape of DLS kernels is often more stretched (see section 3.1.3).
Finally, in these poorly sampled regions, the DLS models suffer from both the averaging bias effect and some
enhanced stretching effect, so that the input structures are better retrieved in the SOLA models.
3.1.5. Remarks
One wonders whether the averaging bias effect could be diminished by using an irregular, data-driven, local
parametrization, so that the model parameters are sampled more uniformly by the data. Despite using such
an adaptive grid, Zaroli (2016) reports significant differences between some global, real-data based DLS and
SOLA tomographic models, indicating that the parametrization may not make up for all the bias.

The bias effect cannot simply be undone by scaling DLS model estimates by the averaging bias quantities.
In general, such scaled solutions (i.e., m̃k∕Ũk) would not be meaningful in terms of model interpretations
(e.g., Nolet, 2008).

Though the SOLA method is not specifically aimed at minimizing the data misfit (see Table 1), we report that
for the toy problem all five SOLA model estimates (m̂) do fit their corresponding data sets at the level of
reduced chi-square equal to 1, as do the DLS models (m̃).

Finally, in terms of model estimates, the SOLA tomographic recipe (Zaroli, 2016) performs much better than
(as well as) the DLS approach in the regions of poor (good) data coverage, respectively.

3.2. Global Mantle Tomography: Uncovering the Bias Effect
We are interested in quantifying the averaging bias effect in real-data-based DLS models and focus on
global mantle tomography. When considering a large number of data and model parameters, computing the
full model resolution matrix, required to evaluate the bias effect, can become computationally challenging
(see section 2.3.2). Thus, in most global tomographic studies, the resolution matrix has often been ignored,
or at best its diagonal elements have been approximated (e.g., Rawlinson & Spakman, 2016; Trampert et al.,
2013). We consider model S40RTS, one of the few models for which the resolution matrix, R̃S40, was fully cal-
culated (Ritsema et al., 2011). S40RTS consists of isotropic, 3-D shear wave velocity variations in the whole
mantle, resulting from a joint DLS inversion of surface wave, body wave, and normal mode data.

In particular, we aim to investigate how much and where S40RTS may be locally biased toward higher
amplitudes. As already mentioned (sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4), such bias effects are expected to happen in
mantle regions below isolated receivers (e.g., located on oceanic islands), where body wave raypaths should
predominantly be unidirectional (vertical). Indeed, such anisotropic ray coverages are similar to that encoun-
tered in the toy problem (lower right corner). As a remark, one could also consider other mantle regions such
as below subduction zones or oceanic ridges, where most body waves are primarily vertically radiating from
earthquakes.

Let us consider the input model m shown in Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g, which consists of 3-D shear wave velocity
perturbations, spatially distributed like a Gaussian random field within the whole mantle, except in the Pacific
and Antarctica regions, where four very long wavelength low-velocity anomalies are superimposed (much
longer than the local resolving lengths), centered in Hawaii, Tahiti, Samoa, and Mountt Erebus. These broad-
extent, slow features are radially extending throughout the entire mantle and laterally varying from dlnVs
≃−1.3% at their center to 0 in a linear fashion over 40∘ great-circle distance (see Figure 3d). Some isolated
(groups of ) receivers, for which there are many recorded arrival times in the S40RTS data set, appear to be
located at these four locations (see large-size white triangles in Figure 3a).

ZAROLI ET AL. TOWARD UNBIASED TOMOGRAPHY 7
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Figure 3. Quantitative illustration of the local averaging bias effect in model S40RTS. (a, d, g) Input model, m; (b, e, h) filtered model, R̃S40m; (c, f, i) model S40RTS.
In Figure 3a large-size white (medium-size gray, small-size black) triangles denote all receivers located within the Pacific or Antarctica regions for which there is
a large (moderate, small) number of recorded body wave arrival times in S40RTS data set, respectively.

The filtered model R̃S40m is shown in Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h. Quite remarkably, note the four darker red
anomalies showing up at all four locations, for instance, at 400 km depth (see Figure 3b). Amplitudes have
been locally enhanced, up to 50% higher values (dlnVs ≃ −2%), thus creating some artificial, “hot spot-like”
features (see Figures 3e and 3h). Below Hawaii (Tahiti), this bias effect is significant from the near surface down
to 1200 (700) km depth—amplitudes are increased by 10–50% (10–25%), respectively.

Model S40RTS is shown in Figures 3c, 3f, and 3i to be compared with filtered model R̃S40m. One should bear in
mind that S40RTS is the sum of the filtered (unknown) true-mantle model and the propagated (poorly known)
data errors. Four low velocity features are visible in S40RTS, for instance at 400 km depth, below Hawaii, Tahiti,
Samoa, and Mount Erebus (see Figure 3c)—often referred to as “hot spots” (e.g., Montelli et al., 2006).

The apparent Hawaii and Tahiti hot spots (see Figures 3f and 3i) overlap with the mantle regions where the
bias effect is significant (see Figures 3e and 3h), which then raises the following question: What is the actual
imprint of the bias effect on these apparent hot spot features? Recall that the bias signature also depends on
what the input true model is and how it spatially relates to the resolving kernels (see Figure 2, second column
and section 3.1.4). Most importantly, could this bias imprint be misleading in terms of physical interpretations?
In other words, could the apparent low shear wave velocity structures, interpreted as the Hawaii and Tahiti
hot spots, to some extent be questioned?

Although there are other robust geophysical, geochemical, or geological evidences favoring such hot spot
features in the mantle (e.g., Courtillot et al., 2003), our results should at least be a “quantitative reminder” that
the appraisal of DLS tomographic images should definitely be more quantitative, including quantifying these
bias effects.

Finally, we have shown how crucial it could be to quantify the averaging bias effect in real-data-based DLS
models to avoid physical misinterpretations (if any). As a remark, this bias effect should at least be accounted

ZAROLI ET AL. TOWARD UNBIASED TOMOGRAPHY 8
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for by “tomographically filtering” input models, for example, when comparing geodynamic and tomographic
structures (e.g., Davies et al., 2012; Ritsema et al., 2007; Schuberth et al., 2009).

4. Conclusion

In this study, we have demonstrated that the SOLA Backus-Gilbert inversion approach (Zaroli, 2016) is better
suited than damped least squares (DLS) methods for solving large-scale, linear(ized), discrete tomographic
problems, that is,

1. DLS models may be locally biased toward lower or higher amplitudes in regions of poor data illumination,
potentially causing physical misinterpretations.

2. SOLA models are explicitly constrained to be (unbiased) averages over the true-model parameters.
3. The extremely parallel SOLA scheme is more efficient for computing the generalized inverse—required to

infer the model estimate, resolution and covariance.

Since uneven data coverage has been, and will remain, a serious issue in seismic tomography, from local to
global scale, such averaging bias effect should systematically be investigated in DLS models. For example, we
have shown that global model S40RTS is locally biased toward up to 50% higher amplitudes below isolated
receivers where raypaths are quasi-vertical, such as on Hawaii—which leads to questions on the apparent
low shear wave velocity structure interpreted as the Hawaii hot spot.

Finally, the way is now clearly open for seeing the Earth’s interior through unbiased, SOLA tomographic
lenses—including quantitative model interpretations.
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